INTRODUCTION
Since the Internet gains more and more importance in our lives there is an explosive growth of information in the world. To cope with such big data, an environment of automated and interactive systems is needed. This causes a shift from an Internet where humans were the only actors who request information to the Internet of things, where applications and devices can also communicate with each other.
Such application communication services are realized between a client (sevice requester) and a server (service provider). The interaction involves the client sending a request message with some parameters to the server to execute a procedure and the server sending a response (return values) back to the client. This is called a Remote Procedure Call (RPC).
A Web Service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web Service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP-messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other Webrelated standards. 1 In this work we stick to this definition of Web Service.
The later described JSON-RPC is explicitly exclude from the definition of Web Service for an easier distinction.
An alternative way of realizing the communication between a client and a server is JavaScript Object Notation Remote Procedure Call (JSON-RPC) (JSON-RPC Working Group, 2012) . In JSON-RPC the messages are encoded in JSON which is a data representation, serialization and interchange format with similar purpose as Extensible Markup Language (XML). JSON is part of the JavaScript standard but still language independent. JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is very simple and therefore easy to generate, to parse, and has only a small memory footprint.
We deliberately do not use the term RESTful in this paper to not mix up Representational State Transfer (REST) and JSON-RPC. REST is a collection of paradigms whereas JSON is a technology which eventually can fulfill REST. Our tool purely works on a technology level and does not deal with paradigms.
Motivation
Web Services induce a massive overhead in terms of file size and parse effort mainly due to the use of XML as serialization format (Lawrence, 2004; Cook and Barfield, 2006; Pautasso et al., 2008; Nurseitov and Paulson, 2009; Sumaray and Makki, 2012 The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In 2 existing approaches and the used tools are discussed. 3 describes our approach to the problem on an abstract level, whereas 4 introduced our prototype implementation. In 5 an evaluation is proposed and 6 concludes the work.
RELATED WORK
This section lists recent related research and the used tools. (Wang, 2011) describes the process of translating between XML and JSON for web applications. Unfortunately, no proof-of-concept nor implementation details are given. Instead of operating on real Web Services and real data encoded in SOAP and JSON-RPC, it is only vaguely spoken of XML and JSON. It is questionable if the approach can be applied to real world applications and if the evaluation results are valid.
Tools
Apache Camel 2 is a framework for enterprise application integration. Its main part is a routing-engine builder which is used to define routing rules, data sources and destinations. It also supports protocol conversions. It is a mature open source project. Apache Camel is the basis for our tool (Ibsen et al., 2011) .
StAXON 3 allows to read and write JSON using the Java Streaming API for XML, thus it is a convenient tools for syntactic translation between JSON and XML.
All presented tools are available under the Apache Software License, Version 2.0 4 .
APPROACH
This section describes our approach on an abstract level from the view of the developer using our tool. Assume the following scenario: A developer intends to create a mobile application using a specific existing Web Service. This Web Service is traditionally SOAP / Web Services Description Language (WSDL)-based and cannot be changed. Unfortunately, most mobile frameworks only support JSON / JSON-RPC for service calling.
Workflow
We opted for a two-stage approach to this problem. A few preparation steps are required to shove the tool between the Web Service (WS) server and JSON-RPC client. The developer has to login into the manager (see 4.1) configuration interface and enter the URL to the WSDL which describes the Web Service of interest. After the processing is done, the developer can choose to start the adapter (see 4.3) or if preferred download the archive instead (e.g. to deploy it elsewhere). From now on no additional runtime configuration is required. The adapter presents an informal description of the JSON-RPC interface on a status web page, which then can be used as a guide to implement the JSON-RPC client. The description contains information about the base URL, the available function names, their expected parameters, and corresponding return values. The GUI utilities JSON Editor Online 5 for user interaction and presentation. It also contains a JSON-RPC simulator for debugging purposes.
Translation
For translation between XML and JSON we use StAXON (see 2.1) which employs the BadgerFish convention scheme. It consists of nine simple conversions which are powerful enough to project the payload of XML to JSON and vice versa. Here you can see an example rule: Rule 2: Text content of elements goes in the $ property of an object. <alice>bob</alice> becomes { "alice": { "$" : "bob" } } 6
Using these approaches the developer can conveniently use JSON-RPC without changing the existing Web Service and also profit from its advantages for mobile development (e.g. lightweight memory footprint).
IMPLEMENTATION
The Web Service to JSON-RPC translator is implemented as a group of Java servlets. It is designed to run under the Apache Tomcat Java application server. The translator consists of the manager and controller combined in one Java servlet (see 4.1 and 4.2) and one or more adapters (4.3) each as independent servlet. The general architecture is presented in 1.
Manager
The developer interacts with the frontend component, called manager. The manager is a lean web interface similar to the standard Apache Tomcat servlet manager. The developer can access the manager using username and password and then add, start, stop and delete adapters. To add an adapter the developer enters the URL of the respective WSDL file into the web interface. The manager will then download and analyze the WSDL file and generate a standalone adapter in form of a Java servlet. This Java servlet can either be directly deployed to the local Apache Tomcat instance or downloaded as a WAR archive for deployment on a different host. Locally deployed adapters can also be started, stopped, removed or exported via the manager.
Controller
The controller is the backend component. It accepts commands received from the manager and is responsible for controlling the independent adapters, e.g., starting and stopping adapter servlets.
Adapters
2 presents the implementation of the adapter. Adapters are independent servlets specific per WSDL file and therefore per Web Service. The adapters are responsible for the actual translation between JSON-RPC and SOAP. The JSON-RPC client sends a JSON-RPC request to the adapter. The request is parsed and unmarshalled to plain JSON. Using StAXON (2.1) the JSON data is transformed to a XML tree and then embedded into a standard compliant SOAP message and send to the target Web Service. StAXON implements a slightly customized BadgerFish (3.2) scheme. On the reverse path the corresponding SOAP response is unmarshalled to plain XML and converted to JSON using StAXON. After embedding the JSON into JSON-RPC the response is delivered to the original Client.
Hereafter, we present a complete Web Service to JSON-RPC transformation session using the listAll function call from the Study Web Service present OpenClinica. It returns all clinical trials listed in OpenClinica to which the authenticated users has access. OpenClinica 7 is a prominent open source application for conduction clinical trials. It contains multiple well documented Web Services with different degree of complexity.
JSON-RPC to SOAP Transformation
We start with a simple JSON-RPC request as it has been generated by a mobile client in 1. The JSON- RPC field id is set by the client to an arbitrary alphanumeric value (usually just integers) and carried over in the response so the client can correlate unordered responses to their respective requests. The SOAP-HEADER is transformed to a XwsSecurity 8 header for authentication as expected by the OpenClinica Web Service. The id is not used in the SOAP request but instead handled by an internal state in the adapter. The SOAP request shown in 2 is enriched with XML namespace information extracted from the WSDL file.
Listing 2: SOAP request (shortened). A minimal SOAP call only containing the required SOAP elements; authentication credentials and the method name. Namespace informations have been trimmed.
SOAP to JSON-RPC Transformation
We start with the response created by the OpenClinica Web Service in 3. It contains a result status field with the contents success and the requested payload object studies. The object studies contains one object of complex type study containing information about the respecting study like the unique identifier.
The translated response is shown in 4. It contains the result distilled from XML to JSON plus the required JSON-RPC fields. It is valid JSON-RPC and can be parsed easily by common JSON frameworks. Complex types like study in 3 are converted to a representation of Arrays and Strings.
Security
For confidential transmission the client to adapter connection can be SSL-secured using the the standard Apache Tomcat facilities. For example an externally signed certificate can be used. The adapter to Web Service connection is used as noted in the WSDL 9 , either with SSL or in plaintext. If SSL is used, a certificate check can be optionally forced. The manager is secured by default using a username / password authentication to prevent abuse. If required, the adapters can also be protected to restrict access.
Availability
The adapter has no special failover or other redundancy features incorporated. Instead the idea for a reliable function is to deploy the same adapter multiple times to different locations and use them in a 1 \vspace{-1cm} 2 { 3 "jsonrpc": "2.0", round robin fashion. Alternatively a load balancer can be used to distribute incoming requests to different adapter instances. Although, more components might increase the aggregate delay to a point the user experience suffers.
Error Handling
The adapter itself only does syntax checking on incoming transmissions. Neither JSON-RPC nor SOAP messsages are checked for conformity to e.g. the respective schema. Instead we rely on the checks on the endpoints and just pass-through potential error messages using the approriate measures for JSON-RPC (error object) and SOAP (Fault element). This also applies to miscellaneous error message, for example, in case of an overloaded server.
EVALUATION
Proof of functionality of our tool and the approach to a performance evaluation of our tool are presented in this chapter.
Functionality
For functionality demonstration we use an existing test installation of OpenClinica, an Open Source application for clinical research. Excerpts of a real session can be found in 4.3. Additionally, we tested Web Services available online, including but not limited to entries in 1.
Performance
Performance measurements are currently a subject of work in progress. We will evaluate the overhead induced by the adapter in both terms of additional delay and processing overhead. To calculate the overhead delay we will time simulated JSON-RPC requests using the adapter to a test Web Service and compare the results to equivalent direct SOAP requests. For efficiency measurement we will add the adapter to the host running the Web Service and compare served requests per second for equivalent requests in both JSON-RPC and SOAP. As the setup processing only occurs once, we consider its effort negligible. 
Future Work
We are currently working on a mechanism to deliver functioning client stub classes for the iOS and Android plattforms in addition to the informal description of the generated interface. This will simplify mobile development even further. The architecture of our tool leaves open space to support more RPC standards. We are considering adding support for additional protocols on both client and server sides.
